Magic Logix Launches Brand New Responsive Website for WOLMED
Dallas, TX- October 10, 2014

Magic Logix is happy to announce the launch of the newly redesigned and redeveloped WOLMED.com.
The new website for the team of Denton and Dallas based physicians is fully responsive across all
mobile, tablet and desktop devices. Staying true to Magic Logix’s high standard of design, the clean and
sleek UI across all platforms provides the user with an ideal web experience. Consistent with modern
design trends and practices, features include JQuery parallax scrolling with vivid full screen images.
Information is easily accessible, and patients have access to forms, an online chat, blogs, RSS feeds
and the ability to schedule appointments directly from the site.
Also new to the site is an extensive photo gallery that invites the user to see many of the features and
benefits of both the Denton and Dallas doctor’s offices and pain management rehabilitation centers.
This includes a work hardening area, a SwimEx machine, a sauna, x-ray areas, multiple exam rooms
and more. The user focused layout also features social integration and supports all of WOLMED’s
social channels, allowing fans of the brand to be featured on the website.
Technical specifications include the following:
• Drupal 7 was the preferred CMS
• PHP templates for Drupal 7 were used
• CSS3 Animations, Transitions and JQuery on the Front-end
• LESS framework for CSS
• Custom canvas animation
• Custom sliders and effects on the homepage
“We are beyond pleased with look, feel and end result of the new WOLMED website. Every aspect of
the site was crafted with our strict attention to detail and our team’s ability to stay innovative. What
WOLMED now has is a unique user experience that makes websites for other Physicians pale in
comparison. The Magic Logix team succeeded admirably on all levels.” - Hassan Bawab, Magic Logix
Founder and CEO

About WOLMED
The WOLMED CARF Pain Management Clinics are full-service facilities with nationally accredited
programs in Rehabilitation, Pain Management and Work Hardening. WOLMED undergoes rigorous
evaluations on a regular basis to maintain their standings as accredited facilities, and we are always
upgrading and increasing the services we offer, the physical facilities themselves and the training of our
providers.

About Magic Logix - Integrated Marketing Agency
Magic Logix is a Dallas, Texas based integrated marketing agency that provides a full spectrum of
customized digital solutions for clients in all industries, worldwide. Magic Logix relies on agile
development that allows us to adapt for new technology and priorities throughout your project. Magic
Logix creates and develops cross-functional solutions that are most logical for each client’s unique
environment, giving them a customer base that expands right before their very eyes.

Come visit us at www.MagicLogix.com, and follow our magic on Google +, LinkedIn, Facebook and
Twitter.
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